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And this is where SPESBaS Blockchain and it’s ecosystem come to the
rescue. With the technology of the blockchain, transactions are completely
anonymous meaning that there is absolutely no way to either know the
involved parties or where they originate from. This eliminates all forms of
nepotism involved in traditional and e-commerce trades. Transactions
also occur with light's speed and for fractions of their usual fees.

Blockchain and digital assets paved the way for a brand new industry
where goods and services can be bought over the internet with digital
currencies. Examples includes ALLIANCE Assets (ALTO) and SPESBaS
Assets (DBaS).
These transactions occur via a decentralized technology. This means that
all the middlemen involved in traditional and e-commerce transactions are
completely cut off.
No banks. No Government. No credit card. Nothing.

The Complete Decentralized Commerce platform is what SPESBaS
ecosystem is all about and the currencies for the operation of this platform
are ALTO and DBaS.

The traditional and the e-commerce had its own problems. Despite the
popularity e-commerce gains, it has its problems since it depends on
banks, internet providers and the government to function. Collectively,
these agents that e-commerce depends on to function are called
middlemen.

Companies like MasterCard, Visa, PayPal, Perfect Money, AliPay, etc.
Provided these services in collaboration with local banks and the
governments of the transacting parties. But this had its problems.
Transactions could be monitored and the identities of all parties involved
are known. Similarly, these services took time to execute as well as were
expensive.
One of the major downsides of e-commerce is that all the countries of the
world are not given equal opportunities to buy and sell online from one
another. For instance, some countries are barred from using one service or
the other. E.g PayPal is not readily available to all countries. This nepotism
meant that some countries tipped off smaller countries in terms of trans-
border trades.
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PROBLEM WORTH SOLVING
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INTRODUCTION 

To Remove The Nepotism Associated With Commerce

THE SOLUTION



1. SPESBaS DEX (SPESDEX)

SPESDEX is a part of SPESBaS Ecosystem, it is a comprehensive financial
ecosystem of its own where users can Swap, Stake, Farm, Pool, Explore,
and Bridge on SPESBaS Assets, currencies, and NFT Marketplace through
the Automated Market Markers (AMM) without human interferences.

2. SPESBaS Purse (SPurse)

Another product of the SPESBaS ecosystem is the SPurse which can be
used to store, trade, buy, sell, lend, borrow, and see Accurate Prices of
SPESBaS Assets (DBAS, ALTO) and cryptocurrency.

3. SPESBaS Marketplace (SMarketPlace)

SMarketplace is part of SPESBaS ecosystem, a platform where every
members of SConnect can Buy and Sell product and services with DBAS
and ALTO at the lowest price in the world even up to 99.99% off on the
largest web3 decentralized marketplace.

4. SPESBaS Connect (SConnect)

SConnect is part of SPESBaS Ecosystem which will be the first
decentralized social media 
A Decentralized Social Media Platform that connects People, Products, and
Purse together in order to share, buy, sell, vote, verify, loan, and accredit
using the signature called “CONNECT Spurse.”

5. SPESBaS Metaverse (SMetaverse)

SPESBaS Ecosystem will also host our SMetaverse, a virtual reality world
where users can interact, and experience things as they would in the real
world which aims to pioneer virtual commerce innovations in the
Metaverse by offering Virtual City, Virtual Retail Outlets for Brands, Virtual
Commerce Marketplace, Advertising Brand and Create Payment Gateway.

6. SPESBaS AllBuyNSell (AllBuyNSell)

is also part of SPESBaS Ecosystem, a platform where everyone is a
merchant, can buy and sell any products and services with SPESBaS Assets
(DBAS and ALTO) and also buy and sell SPESBaS Assets (DBAS and ALTO)
in the ‘All world of Commerce'

Statement of Purpose 

Helping the world to have a better commerce, physically, digitally and
virtually where people can trade swiftly, peacefully and economically
without NEPOTISM while utilizing the power of Blockchain and the latest
technologies (AR, VR, AI, 3D, 5G, Web3:0 and Cloud Computing) to deliver
complete decentralized commerce
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Showcase their product in a digital Decentralized platform where
transaction is very fast, easy, and economical.
Have simple management system 
Sell their product on All-In-One platform 
Freely communicate with each other through Discussion Boards.
Earn SPESBaS Assets through community mining (Participation in
Discussion Boards and other social events), as a potter as well as
potting and setting PoT in motion
Manufactures, Buy, Sell and offer Logistics Services and enjoy the
SPESBaS Technology: a blockchain-based Commerce engine that
allows manufacturers, buyers, Sellers and logistics have their own
Smart Contract and benefits of sharing with SPESBaS Community Of
manufacturers, buyers, Sellers and Logistics.

Availability Of different industry going into the blockchain to function.
Shifting From the traditional methods or online operation to
decentralized platform.

We’d like to offer all of the Sellers, buyers and logistics in the commerce
industry a Decentralized System in an interconnected information system
where no single entity is the sole authority. This is our offer back to the
community we are trying to support. 

Our aim is to build a Decentralized platform to help the Manufacturers,
Manufacturer’s Representative, Distributors, Wholesalers, Exporters,
Importers, Retail Sellers, Retail Buyers, Shipping Logistics and Escrow
Services...

COMMERCE MARKET & BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATIONS

From traditional commerce to e-commerce and from e-commerce to
Decentralized Commerce, this is where we stand.

Welcome!

With the increasing proliferation of online buying, selling and services and
easy availability of the internet for almost every person, e-commerce are
expected to have a continuous positive impact on the growth of the global
economy.
In addition, the recent global pandemic (Covid-19) has made more
businesses and individuals to buy and sell online; (Amazon is an example of
this).

Further, with the rising popularity of the blockchain technology especially
cryptocurrency, the e-currencies which is being replace by the
cryptocurrency is witnessing an accelerated 

growth from less than 1 Trillion Dollar in few months past to over 2 Trillion
Dollar in Cryptocurrency market capitalization. 
Some other factors of propelling the cryptocurrency are the empowering
nature of the dApp System:
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A better way to showcase their products
Support in earning even more through enabling sales on SPESBaS
Marketplace, building their own digital store and profile along with the
right idea and tools to create new products or improve existing
products.
Finding the right projects or contract from other
manufacturers/companies, along with interacting with future
consumers who will use their products, merchandise and services.
Growing customer base on SPESBaS Marketplace and through the
entire blockchain spaces with the support of tools to offer coupons,
marketing, instant recognition.
Payments in crypto from clients, customers for the product and
services with one of the world most powerful Assets (DBAS).
Enabling collaboration on manufacturing with internal parties (within
SPESBaS marketplace).
Gain interest for your products- hold Buy contest and community event
for buyers.
Sell more products faster through the SPESBaS Subsidy’s Program:
SPESBaS uses some of the profit generated from the ecosystem to
subsidize products prices; 1) Each product will gain coin as the demand
from the community rises and 2) Every products attract a share added
percentage from the total profits from the SPESBaS Ecosystem.
Manufactures a product and earn royalty forever throughout the life
time of the product.

ooking forward, the expert expects the global cryptocurrency to reach a
value of US$40 Trillion by 2026 exhibiting a rise of 1900% between 2021-
2026.

In all the craze of Technology and growing revenue - there are the Core
players of this industry: Manufacturers, Manufacturer’s Representatives,
Distributors, Wholesalers, Exporters, Importers, Retail Sellers, Retail
Buyers, Shipping Logistics & Escrow Services Provider and Investors. These
are the people that drive innovation. Their benefits, earnings and ways to
showcase their products and services should be prioritized above all else.
With this group in mind, we want to create a thriving community on
SPESBaS System.

WHAT WE’RE TRYING TO SOLVE

For Manufacturers
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Discover your perfect manufacturer, specific product developer,
industry new product manufacturer.
Buy and Sell manufactures’ product including store front application to
showcase on SPESBaS Marketplace.
Enabling collaboration on product sales with your future partner.
Make passive income by representing a manufacturer in a particular
region.

Buy product from your favorite sellers
View portfolios of product, storefront from your favorite products.
Join the Discussion Board to vote for your favorite product, services
and win prizes.
Community mining to earn SPESBaS Assets.
20% Revenue from all SPESBaS Subsidy’s Program to Subsides the
most popular products in the community.
Buying Analytics- Proof-of-Transaction to ensure both highest level of
buy as well as generating SPESBaS Assets Passively.
Buy product to earn SPESBaS Assets and grow in SPESBaS Market
Rank.

ALTO with DBAS will be the only cryptocurrencies to be used within the
SPESBaS Ecosystem
ALTO will be accepted for all business services and products with the
SPESBaS business operations across the world

DBAS with ALTO will be the only cryptocurrencies to be used within the
SPESBaS Ecosystem
DBAS will be accepted for all business services and products with the
SPESBaS business operations across the world
DBAS will be the cryptocurrency for paying gas fee

For Traders

(Manufacturer’s Representatives, Distributors, Wholesalers, Importers,
Exporters, Retail Seller)

For Buyer (Consumers/End Users)

USE CASES
 

ALLIANCE ASSETS (ALTO)

At the foundation of the whole platform will be ALLIANCE Assets. There
will be multiple ways holders of ALLIANCE Token can benefit from holding
ALTO.

SPESBaS Assets (DBAS)

At the center of the whole platform will be SPESBaS Assets. There will be
multiple ways users of SPESBaS Assets can benefit from using SPESBaS
Assets.
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8% Tax - 2% Reflection and 6% Auto-LP

For Each transaction - there will be “Reflection”: the 2% fee is
subsequently distributed among all ALTO holders.

The second component, 6% Auto-LP is the fee that will be paid to
liquidity pool which will be used for auto buyback protocol - causing the
price rise of ALTO.

Transaction within SPESBaS Marketplace attract minimum tax fee

Using SPESBaS Ecosystem attract minimum system fee.

TAX and FEES

ALLIANCE Assets (ALTO)

SPESBaS Assets (DBAS)

SPESBaS Assets (DBAS) Earning & Mining
 
 

1) Manufacturers, Manufacturer’s Representatives, Distributors,
Wholesalers, Exporters, Importers, Retail Sellers, Retail Buyers, Shipping
Logistics & Escrow Services providers will earn SPESBaS Assets (DBAS)
through sale of products and services provided through the SPEBaS
Marketplace

2) By participating in the community discussion board, events, competition,
SPESBaS Assets (DBAS) Holders will earn SPESBaS Assets.

3) By being a potter as a Manufacturer, potting by the Manufacturer’s
Representatives / Distributors / Wholesalers, the Logistics, the Importers /
Exporters / Retail Seller / Retail Buyer and by setting pot on a motion by the
buyer / consumer, SPESBaS Assets (DBAS) will be earned.

Access To Transactions 

1) The only way to access transaction view is to have hold SPESBaS Assets
(DBAS).

2) For each transaction, in order to “unlock” it and start transaction, the
users must buy access with SPESBaS Assets (DBAS).

3) There will be a possibility to trade products and services ONLY using
SPESBaS Assets (DBAS).
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50% will go toward SPESBaS Subsidy Program in the SPESBaS
Marketplace

30% will go toward buyback of DBAS to keep the price stable and
increase value for All DBAS Holders and to keep the continuation of the
mining Process

19% will go toward buyback of ALTO to keep the price stable and
increase value for All ALTO Holders.
 
1% will go to SPESBaS Inc.

Distribution of Revenues 

 
 

Core Building Principles Of SPESBaS System
 
 
 
 
 

1. Transparent and Traceability 
 1.Traceability for manufacturer and all in the chain
 2.Full transparency in re-sell/usage

2. Customized Distributions
 1.Establish their own storefront/webpage 
 2.Showcase portfolio or products/services 
 3.Reach an engaging community of buyers

3. Decentralized Focused
 1.Community voting and governance 
 2.Earn DBAS by being engaged
 3.The community determines the price of products listed on SPESBaS
Marketplace through PoT.

4. Matching Engine 
 1.A central place to connect Manufacturers, Manufacturer’s
Representatives, Distributors, Wholesalers, Exporters, Importers, Retail
Sellers, Shipping Logistics & Escrow Services Provider, Investors and
BUYERS 
 2 .Proof-of-Transaction for community mining.
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A Reddit-type of discussion board to express ideas, share new
product/service information, in buying.

Everyone will be able to vote for, against and earn SPESBaS Assets by
sharing high-quality products/services, discussions or valuable
answers.

Depending on the level of SPESBaS Assets earned through Discussion
Boards, everyone will gain Badges (from Newbie level to Expert).

Manufacturers, Sellers, Buyers and Logistics can build their own profile
on the platform depending on number of products, their quality, how
well is their standing on Discussion Boards and the Ranking through
SPESBaS Marketplace - the profiles can be more or less visible
throughout the platform. Popularity of profiles will also depend on
number of SPESBaS Assets that the user holds.

Predefined themes will enable everyone to build their profiles and even
spin-off their own standalone website to sell manufacturer products or
present their portfolio. These websites will all be hosted through
SPESBaS's servers. 

PROPOSED CORE PLATFORM FEATURES

SPESBaS' Marketplace

Buy and Sell product and services with User Interface,

Manufacturer, Buyer, Sellers, and the Logistics Providers can advertise
their products and services using SPESBaS Assets

Community Discussion Boards

 Website and Portfolio Builder (Spaces)

 Job and Project Matching

By providing a thriving community of Decentralized Commercialism,
manufacturers, Buyers, Sellers, and Service Producers can explore various
ways to collaborate with each other including support for their own projects
as well as starting together new ones.

Matching manufacturers, buyers, sellers and service providers will ensure
that both parties gain traction while using our platform for advertising their
products/service and portfolios. 
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Provide virtual retail outlets for brands

virtual commerce marketplace for manufacturers and wholesalers

Advertising brand and product in the metaverse

Create payment gateway for Metaverse projects

SPESBaS Metaverse

Commerce is the backbone of any society, this being true for even the
virtual world where one form of exchange or another is required for
sustainability. The metaverse is a virtual reality world where users can
interact, and experience things as they would in the real world. Using
current AR and VR tech, they can immerse into this world and interact with
overlaying objects and people in the visual projected in front of them. ALTO
aims to pioneer decentralized commerce innovations in the Metaverse by
offering the following use cases:

Provide virtual retail outlets for brands

The retail sector is the next major arena for experimenting with metaverse
business opportunities. The experience of virtually walking through and
shopping in your favorite retail store from the comfort of your home is quite
exciting. Many brands already understand this and are working towards the
Metaverse vision. This innovative feature can only be afforded by big retail
brands due to high cost and the technical support required. Alto will
provide the infrastructure and payment gateway to facilitate this
innovation. Web 2.0 shopping is counterintuitive and repetitive. Clicking
two-dimensional images on a flat web page does not replicate the real-life
shopping experience.

Metaverse-based immersive shopping experiences can benefit businesses
in the retail sector. Furthermore, the metaverse can be an excellent venue
for launching new and sophisticated products.

Imagine going to a fashion store in the metaverse as a digital avatar. You
can browse the store and its merchandise in the same way you would in
the real world. You can dress your digital avatar in the clothes and
accessories from the fashion store in the metaverse.As a result, you can
see how a specific garment or pair of pants fits you.

With all web 3.0 protocols in place, Alto will partner with leading virtual
reality developers to deliver top notch 3d immersive shopping for goods
and services, thereby helping retailers own their own virtual storefront
while receiving payment with ALTO
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Virtual commerce marketplace for manufacturers and wholesalers

So, what does the future of global commerce look like? 

Our take is that majority of manufacturers and wholesalers Will find a way
to adopt the concept of virtual reality with the aim of improving service
delivery with an experience that is so seamless and immersive that we will
barely notice the distinction between the Metaverse and the Universe. 

Manufacturers will have the ability to create a product and earn royalty
forever throughout the life time of the product.
-Manufacturers and wholesalers will be able to Sell more products faster
through the SPESBaS Subsidy’s Program: SPESBaS uses some of the profit
generated from the ecosystem to subsidize products prices;

 1) Each product will gain coin as the demand from the community rises
and
 2) Every products attract a share added percentage from the total profits
from the SPESBaS Ecosystem.

ADVERTISING BRANDS AND PRODUCTS IN THE METAVERSE:

It is fantastic to use virtual reality for advertising. VR forms can make
advertising more potent and engaging because they provide a fully
immersive experience. Using this strategy, people worldwide can work
together to create advertisements.

ALTO will offer manufacturers the platform to reach wholesalers, offer
wholesalers the platform to reach retailers, and finally offer retailers the
platform to reach consumers using our Matching Engine which is A central
place to connect Manufacturers, Manufacturer’s Representatives,
Distributors, Wholesalers, Exporters, Importers,Retail Sellers, Shipping
Logistics & Escrow Services Provider,Investors and BUYERS

Create payment gateway for Metaverse projects:

Every single startup concept is an excellent one. But what’s the sense of
having a virtual world if people can’t pay for it easily. With a lot of
Metaverse projects springing up and offering various goods and services,
There's need for an outstanding means of exchange that offers quality
features for both buyers and sellers as They are unable to make payments
in the Metaverse using their physical currencies.
As a result, Alto is developing a secure payment gateway system that
consumers can rely on to handle their financial transactions.
Security and cost of transactions are a major concern taken into
consideration when receiving Payments in crypto from clients, customers
for the product and services, Alto solves this by introducing one of the
world most powerful Assets (DBAS)
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Proof-of-Transaction: Buyers can earn coins while buying product. A
SPESBaS Product Client will be developed which serves 2 purposes:
Analyzing buyer behaviors and actions to recommend and summarize
reporting, the 2nd purpose of the product time serves as a Proof-of-
Transaction when the more the buyer buys, the higher probability the
buyer will earn SPESBaS Assets. 

Buying Analytics: To become a better Buyer, it's always better to study
becoming a better buyer guide, payment, speed timing etc. - with the
SPESBaS Buying Analytics, Buyers can be better at what they're buying.

Tournaments: Buyers, Sellers, will be able to connect to different
product to organize tournaments, the prize pools will consist of
SPESBaS Assets put forward by the community and tournament
participants.

Product Engine: Buyer will be able to build/create their own products
using our SPESBaS Product Engine on the Web Browser. This will be
ultimately connected with SPESBaS Marketplace and Product
Client/Analytics to create synergy and strong foundation of growth for
the whole ecosystem. 

It is more energy efficient than Proof-of-Work (Bitcoin). 
Certainly more fair than Proof-of-Stake (Ethereum) - where it favors
nodes that has the largest ETH stake in the network. 
It's just more fun - buying product while mining and earning passive
income? You bet. 

Collaboration Tool

There are plenty of tools out there, but your products/services still not
getting released on time? The weak link in the product/service design
process boils down to one thing: collaboration. When you have hundreds of
files, dozens of clients, and workers spread around the globe, you need one
simple system to hold it all together. SPESBaS dApps aims to fulfill the
need for a clear, easy, and fun toolkit for managing and integrating assets
into your products/services. 

SPESBaS Collaboration Tool will be created to be a user-friendly way to
collaborate in a way that assumes only basic knowledge of computer.

And more, including Proof-of-Transaction (PoT)

Proof-of-Transaction Concept (PoT)

We will develop a concrete algorithm integrating Decentralized Commerce
and Blockchain technology. Key advantages of using Proof-of-Transaction: 
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The PoT should be difficult enough for POTTING that only those who
are involved in the transaction can participate. 

The mining algorithm should take minimal CPU / GPU / RAM resources
to increase FPS while Potting a PoT. Based on time spent and quality,
the Putting will have a chance to validate the next block of SPESBaS. 

The Proof-of-Transaction algorithm's main idea is that buyer who spend
time and GPU computational power should be the ones that could create
and validate blockchain's new blocks. The SPESBaS Assets are the main
cryptocurrency of SPESBaS's upcoming SPESBaS Marketplace and will also
be the main mining goal for PoT. 

To implement this, there are certain conditions that have to be met: 

1- The process of verifying (Potting) the Transaction should be difficult
enough for bots to emulate and challenge human trick.
2- Mining algorithm should take minimal CPU / GPU / RAM resources to
increase FPS while verifying online products. 

Rules for creating and validating blocks. Key parts of the validation
algorithm are:

1- Testifiers’ Rank.
2- The amount spent in the transaction. 
3- Core buyer behavior metrics: APM (Actions-Per-hours), Spend,
Corporations, Economics, etc. - there will be a wide range of data that will
be considered in the final model. 
4- Potting process difficulty.

CONNECT THROUGH SPESBaS' BUYING CLIENT

Our Buying client will work in the background while communicating with
the Product's API to determine the SPESBaS Assets earn by your PoT Rank

Note: PoT Rank is determined by: how long you've been buying, how many
time you have been buying, how much you have been buying, how well
behave you have been buying and to the community. 

START YOUR TRANSACTION

MINE DBAS WHILE BUYING AND RANKING 
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SPESBaS ECOSYSTEM

PROOF-OF-TRANSACTION

A NEW CONSENSUS MECHANISM

Earn while you buy

START 
YOUR TRANSACTION

TIME AND POTTING
 QUALITY WILL 
DETERMINE HOW 
MUCH YOU MINE 

MINE DBAS WHILE
BUYING AND 
RANKING



A new block can be created as soon as someone finishes a Potting. The
waiting time should be short, so that's why most popular Potter's
transactions will be chosen for mining SPESBaS Assets.

TIME AND POTTING QUALITY WILL DETERMINE HOW MUCH YOU MINE 

PROOF-OF-TRANSACTION IS THE GREENER ALTERNATIVE TO BITCOIN
PROOF-OF-WORK, WHERE THE BLOCK REWARDS GOES TO SKILLED
POTTING.
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Liquidity - Keeping the ALTO-BNB LP balance at fixed level will ensure
trading capacity for the public. 
Team - Team's compensation, including employees. 
Development - Start of SPESBaS  development 
Marketing - Bringing in of Marketing expert in order to create a vibrant
marketing strategies we need to get the word out. 
Charity - SPESBaS Assets Holders will participate in voting to which
charity organization the fund will go. 
Advisors - To ensure high probability of success, a special board of
advisors will be created to keep Team's goals and strategy in place. 
Reserve for Partnerships - Major Currency Exchanges (Binance), Big
player in the e-Commerce, Manufacturing Companies and more.

TOKENOMICS

ALLIANCE Assets (ALTO)
ALTO is the Foundational Token for the SPESBaS dApp Ecosystem. The
total supply is 1 Quadrillion Tokens, with Private Sale and Presale to round
in total of 7.5 Trillion ALTO. The remaining will be released for the Public
Sale as well as for periodically burns which ensures price rise stability.
Including 6% tax buyback mechanism on each buy,sell or transfer. The
transfer of ALTO V1 to ALTO V2 will be releasing 1% at the launch of ALTO
V2 on Spesbas Chain and then 0.09% daily which ensures price stability
after the launch.

 Public Sale (ALTO)

After Private and Presale events, ALLIANCE Assets will be available for the
general public after we launch on PancakeSwap and other DEX'es.

 All ALLIANCE Assets from Presale/Private Sales are 100% released
instantly at the time of purchase.

Pre-Sale Raise Allocations (ALTO) 

In order to build SPESBaS Ecosystem, the team needs funding for: 
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Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000,000100%

Private sale

Airdrop

IDO/OTC

Reserves (for periodically burns)

Liquidity Fund

Team

Development & Marketing

Partners

Presales

0.25%

0.5%

0.25%

10%

50%

20%

5%

4%

10%

2,500,000,000,000

5,000,000,000,000

2,500,000,000,000

100,000,000,000,000

500,000,000,000,000

100,000,000,000,000

200,000,000,000,000

50,000,000,000,000

40,000,000,000,000



1% at public launch. 
0.09% daily afterwards. 

Liquidity - Keeping the Liquidity-Poll balance at fixed level will ensure
trading capacity for the public. 
Community Staking - The funds will be intended for investors from Pre-
Sale phases who will keep them for more than 3 months and make
Coins transactions.
Team - Team's compensation, including employees. 
Development - Platform technology development SPESBaS
Marketplace, Collaboration Job Matching tool, Manufactures / Sellers
Storefront, Buying Analytics, Proof-of-Transaction and Products Engine
etc.
Marketing - Bringing in of Manufacturers / Sellers as well as buyers and
Logistics, in order to create a vibrant community we need to get the
word out.
Bounties / Platform Incentives - Special Prize Pools for attracting most
important manufacturers / Sellers / Logistics to join the platform and
offer their products and services. 

SPESBaS Assets (DBAS)

DBAS is at the heart of SPESBaS Ecosystem. The maximum supply is set at
1 Billion Coin, with Private Sale and Presale rounds to be sold in total of
6,000,000 DBAS. The remaining will be released for the Public Sales as
well as generated through Community Mining. The supply generated by
private sales, presales and ICO will be releasing 1% at public launch and
then 0.09% daily which ensures price stability after public launch.

Public Sales of (DBAS)

After Private and Pre-sales events, SPESBaS Assets will be available for the
general public after we launch on DEX/CEX. All SPESBaS Assets from Pre-
Sale / Private Sale will be released to investors in the following manner 

Pre-Sale Raise Allocations for DBAS

In order to build SPESBaS Ecosystem, the team needs funding for: 
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Max Supply 1,000,000,000100%

Private sale

Presales

Airdrop 

ICO

Reserves (Community mining

Liquidity Fund

Team

Development & Marketing

Partnership

0.1% 1,000,000

5,000,0000.5%

0.4%

10%

10%

20%

5%

10%

44% 440,000,000

100,000,000

4,000,000

50,000,000

200,000,000

100,000,000

100,000,000



Bounties / Platform Incentives - Special Prize Pools for attracting most
important manufacturers / Sellers / Logistics to join the platform and
offer their products and services. 

Charity - SPESBaS Assets Holders will participate in voting to which
charity organization the fund will go.

Advisors - To ensure high probability of success, a special board of
advisors will be created to keep Team's goals and strategy in place. 

Reserve for Partnerships - Major Currency Exchanges (Binance), Big
player in the e-Commerce, Manufacturing Companies and more.
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Mainnet Launch
Smart Contract (BEP20)
Wallet Integration (ALTO)

ALTO’s PreSale- 24th October 2021

Start Of SPESBaS dApp Development - 3rd January 2022
ALTO IDO start - 24th January 2022

ALTO Airdrop - 7th February 2022

SPESBaS Blockchain launch - 20th july 2022
DBAS Private Sales - 20th july 2022
DBAS Presale - 15th August 2022

DBAS ICO
SPESBaS AllBuyNSell (AllBuyNSell) Launch 

DEX (SPESDEX) launch
DBAS Public Sales Launch
Expansion of AllBuyNSell 
ALTO V2 Launch
DBAS DEX listing (UniSwap-V2 & PancakeSwap-V2)
SPESBaS Purse (SPurse) Release
DBAS/ALTO listing on Coingecko 
DBAS/ALTO listing on CMC
Expansion of AllBuyNSell

PESBaS MarketPlace Launch 
SPESBaS Connect (SConnet) Launch
SPESBaS Metaverse (SMetaverse) launch
ALTO/DBAS’ CEX Listing
Enlargement of SPESBaS Marketplace 
Partnership With Major E- Commerce Platform
Partnership With Major Manufacturers
Partnership With Major Product Distributors & Wholesalers

 ROADMAP

Phase 1 - The Start - Q3/2021 - Q4/2021

Q3/2021

Q4/2021

Phase 2 - Building - Q1/2022 - Q4/2022

Q1/2022

Q1/2022

Q3/2022

Q4/2022

Phase 3 - Growth of the SPESBaS Ecosystem  - Q1/2023 -
Q4/2023

Q1/2023

Q2/2023
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Partnership With Major Exporters and Importers

 Growth of ALLIANCE Asset (ALTO) 
 Growth of  SPESBaS Asset (DBAS) 
 Growth of  SPESBaS Marketplace (SMarkeplace)
 Growth of SPESBaS Connect (SConnect)
 Growth of SPESBaS Purse (SPurse)
 Growth of SPESBaS Metaverse (Smetaverse)
 Growth of SPESBaS DEX (SPESDEX)

Expansion, Continuous Integration, and Deployment of SPESBaS dApps

ALTO/DBAS More Listing (DEX & CEX)

 ROADMAP

Q3/2023

Phase 4 - Expansion - Q4/2023 - Q2/2024

Q4/2023

Q1/2024

Q2/2024
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Team
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EDWARD Osas Idele
PRESIDENT/CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

OVWOVWADIA Onoriode
SVP/DIRECTOR OF IT

Several awarded Certificates, among are certificate in Basics of
Innovation Management, Digital Transformation, Leadership and
Team Development, Marketing and Communications

Founder of SPESBAS and its related products. 20 years’ experience
in Import and export, have founded 3 companies, several innovative
Investment Program, founded several NGOs, a leader in key
positions in several international organizations, 10 years’
experience in forex trading, 3 years’ experience in crypto
technology.

Linkedln profile

Responsible for the look & feel of all SPESBaS Products and leader
of the technical team of SPESBaS dApp.

Highly dedicated Full stack Web Developer with over 13 years’
experience. Skilled in PHP/MySQL, ReactJS, NodeJS/Express,
Mongo dB / Mongoose. Knowledgeable also in DApp Development
and Ethereum Blockchain Technology.

Linkedln profile

G ROBERTS-OAKLEY 
SVP/CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

CFO, Director of HNW Investment and Co-Founder
Greg is from London, Great Britain.

Greg role is to expand the Alliance project long term utilizing investment
and coordination with High Net Worth investors.

With over 30 years experience in the finance markets, fund management
in Forex, Commodities and Crypto trading, Greg looks forward to the
future development of SPESBaS.

He may be contacted via his PA Katherine Brown:
Katherine.Brown@altodefi.com

Anita is an Experienced data analyst responsible for identifying
strategic opportunities to benefit SPESBaS

She Manages data, including creation, updates, and deletion in
SPESBaS.

ANITA blege
SVP/CHIEF OPERATING OFFICERLinkedln profileGithub Profile

A superstar All - around developer who can handle both front and back-
end masterfully. Leads the Blockchain development part of SPESBaS . 

A Core blockchain developer (2 years’ experience), mostly responsible
for developing the architecture of a blockchain system, how its
protocols should be designed, the design of consensus protocol, and
other high-level decisions and development related to blockchain
technology. And also build decentralized applications using blockchain
technology and then also write a couple of smart contract logic

MAX Yin
SVP/CHIEF BLOCKCHAIN ENGINEER GitHub profileLinkedln profile

Amb Salami Saidi Oladimeji is one of the Senior Vice President and the
Head of the AllBuyNSell product for the physical operation of the
SPESBaS Ecosystem.

He is an Eminent Peace Ambassador for the United Nations through the
International Association of World Peace Advocates (IAWPA) and the
Ogun State Commandant of UNRS (A rescue operative service for life and
property). He has over 10 years of experience in sales, marketing, and
human relations

OVWOVWADIA Onoriode
SVP/DIRECTOR OF IT

SALAMI Saidi Oladimeji
SVP/ALLBUYNSELL

https://www.linkedin.com/in/edward-idele-63b5933a
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anita-blege-592a8b54
https://github.com/carisa40
https://github.com/MaxDeveloper0408
https://www.linkedin.com/in/max-yin-567477202/
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Alex Akinro is a Cryptocurrency professional with wealth of experience
in community development and intercontinental connectivity. His over
five years experience in community building, he has helped to develop
many Crypto projects that are now crypto household name. A legend
with track record. He is loaded with different community development
strategies that produces rapid growth of potential investors.
He is currently one of the team member of SPESBaS Inc.

Linkedln profile
ALEX  Akinro
SV/COMMUNITY (SCONNECT)

ABDULMUJEEB Yusuff
VP/STRATEGY  MANAGER (SCONNECT)

Master in strategy management, delivers carefully crafted strategy
specifications, plans, product development activities. 

Responsible for strategizing for SPESBaS

Linkedln profile

JOSEPH Diden
VP/SALES DIRECTOR (ALLBUYNSELL)

Joseph is responsible for Overseeing local and regional sales,
promotions and campaigns.

He Plans and directs the hiring and training of new Sales
Representatives for SPESBaS

Facebook Profile

Victor is the Director of business Development at SPESBaS. He is
responsible for negotiating and conducting business with people and
influencing them.

Facebook profileVICTOR Carlos
VP/DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
(SMARKETPLACE)

EDIKENEABASI Peters
VP/METAVERSE Linkedln profile

Peter is a tech enthusiast with a strong drive for entrepreneurship.
He is responsible for growing ALLIANCE community

Stephen is a Digital Marketing Specialist. He is responsible for
conducting research on advertising trends and placing Advertisment on
Medias to promote SPESBaS.

Linkedln profile
STEPHEN  Appiah
MARKETING DIRECTOR

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephen-appiah-a49702230/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/heiszayn
https://www.facebook.com/jdgtl03
https://www.facebook.com/MaxVictorcarlos
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephen-appiah-a49702230/
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Responsible for designing visual contents for SPESBaS

A technical writer with 2 years of experience in Crypto industry and
writing.

Linkedln profile

Mercy is an Experienced IT Trainer and Social media manager. She is
responsible for supervising All Alliance media Armies

Linkedln profileMERCY Nkala
MEDIA ARMIES DIRECTOR

JESSICA Ofem
GRAPHICS MANAGER

Helps organize start up, supports in community and investor
relationships. One of the earliest members who Co-founded
SPESBaS.

Linkedln profile
CHARLES Okoro 
PRODUCT CONSULTANT/ALLBUYNSELL

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jessica-ofem-6a482a144

